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An Introductionto PhilosophicProblems

This is the first in a sequenceof three coursesthat approach the problems of
philosophy by way of the original location of the problems.l That is to say,in
the first course we will consider the problems that have their origin in the subject matter which is usually called natural sciences,in the second the subject
matter which is usually called social sciences,and in the third the subject matter which is usually called humanities.I put "usually called" in becauseI sus
pect that one of the fundamental philosophic problems of our time must be a
reconsiderationof what is usually called the liberal arts. All during the Middle
Ages they were set up in terms of disciplines, like grammar,rhetoric, and dialectic. From the seventeenthcentury down to the middle of the twentieth century, they've been done in terms of subject matters, like English, French, German, biochemistry, mathematics, and so on. I suspect that today, with
alterations that will become apparentas we go along, neither subject matters
nor disciplines will be the desirableway to treat the problems.
Let me, therefore, in this first lecture try to describe the purpose as well
as the organization of the course. The purpose of the course is to provide an
introductory treatment of philosophic problems. It is an extremely difficult
thing to do. A normal way in which one examinesphilosophic problems is to
provide the studentwith the "true" way, which is the way the professortells us
he approachesphilosophic problems, and then, by a natural impetus, with all
of the ways that are false ways, including, of course, the ways that the great
philosopherswent through. When I was young and took an introductory course
in philosophy, all the errors had been committed by Aristotle; at present,by an
odd change, all the errors in philosophy have been committed by Descartes
All of the truths used to have been statedby Plato; all of the truths now have
been adumbratedor approachedby Hume. Consequently,I shall want to avoid
this approachto philosophy. I have a philosophy, it's a good one; when you've
reachedthe graduate stage,you may be able to appreciateit and see that it's
the true one and all the other ones are false. [L!] But this is not the way to
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introduce you to philosophy. Nor is it desirable to take you through the kaleidoscope of the different approaches.They're each awfully good; and just as in
the approach above the first thing you would leam would be to refute the philosophers,so in the secondapproachyou'd discover a new truth each succes
sive week, which would be the basis of tension and uncertainty becauselast
week's truth was no longer true, and eventually you wouldnt be quite sure why
you were studying philosophy. Then, too, there are problematic approaches
which statepersistentproblems of philosophy. This approachis rather disconcerting becauseit usually turns out that the persistentproblems of philosophy
are rather hard to find in any of the great philosophers unless you do a lot
of distorting.
Therefore, what we're going to do is something different than this. We'll
make certain definite assumptions;most of them I will try to state today and
then we'll forget about them. One of the assumptionsthat we shall make is
that even though the way in which philosophy keeps its respectability today is
to become as technical as any other subject and, therefore, as uninviting as a
good technical subject would be, we will assumethat the problems of philosophy all have their origin in other fields or in our experience.If you take any
problem-a problem of the natural sciences,of the social sciences,of aestheti
experience,or even a problem that you encounterwhen you deal with practical
life, including your newspaper-and push it far enough, it is a philosophic
problem. "Pushing it far enough" means only that you push it to the point at
which the regular proceduresthat you use in its solution no longer hold. Even
in the most solid sciences,if a well-established altemative hypothesis is presented, then you're on the edge either, if it turns out to be correct, of a revolution in scienceor, if it tums out not to be correct, of a principal shake-up.Or,
notice that as you go up in any well-organized subject matter, you first learn
how to do things-for instance,you learn to add and subtract and to resolve
simultaneous equations in mathematics.Then you begin to examine the assumptions in terms of which you do these methods or establish them-you
very seldom look at the history; that's quite irrelevant-and when you get
around to the assumptions,at the last point you discover that there are alternative assumptions.Therefore, ifyou can advancefar enough, you find that the
things you've always done arerft necessarilydone this way when you reach a
study of the principles of mathematicson philosophical grounds.
I spent the last few weeks in Mexico City, where they were having an international congressof philosophy, and on one occasion a special meeting was
called between the delegationsfrom the Soviet Union and the United States.It
was done under good circumstances: there weren't any reporters present, all of
the reporterswere outside; therefore,there was little danger of making a head
line, front-page story which, even if accurate, would still have been inconvenient. [L!] The general idea was to see what we could get going in talking

about philosophic problems. For the most part we asked questions, but the
Russiansalso asked questions.Here is one of the questionsthat was asked.A
quotation was read from one ofthe Soviets' papers given at the conferencein
which the writer remarked that once a man had masteredthe principle of dialectical materialism, he was then free. And since it was like a rhetorical debate
we replied, If the man was now free, why was it that there wasrft more difference of opinion in Soviet philosophy? We thought it would be rather encourag
ing if occasionally some Soviet philosopher said, "I will demonstrateby the
principles of dialectical materialism the existence of God"-or other examples
of this sort-if, in general, a word was said for pluralism. Well, the head of
the Russiandelegationswept that asidewith a jest. He said, "What's the advan
tage of pluralism? If there's one truth, what's the advantageof having other
statementsthat are false? Nobody questions 2 plus 2 equals 4." In the course
of the ensuing discussion I tried to make this point, namely, that in terms of
the assumptionswhich you set up, 2 plus 2 do equal 4, but what about the
circumstances-and there are many without fanciful elaboration-in which 2
plus 2 do not equal 4?2How do they fit in, how do you deal with them, and, in
general, how do you raise the question of fundamental differences?We didnt
succeedin getting this question discussed.Incidentally, since I am telling this
as a Cold War story [L!], I dorft want you to take this as necessarilydiscourag
ing, becauseI suspectthat if I were sitting on the other side of the table, the
prejudices of the Americans would have to be quite as astonishingand part of
the problem of discussionswhich can get going when one deals with issue
that can be identified as philosophic problems. It's that identification that I
want to deal with now, but I will also be doing it throughout these lectures.
Therefore, this isjust an initial step.
If it is the case that you can push any problem to the extreme in the variety
of ways that I've tried to indicate, where it's merely taken out of the normal
context by which you will unreflectively resolve it and your resolution will be
accepted,if at that point you are engagedin a philosophic problem, then it's
clearly the case that we're involved, all of us, in philosophic problems, examined or unexamined,wheneverwe deal with scientific questions,with practical
questions,with aestheticquestions.The courseis organizedto run tlrough that
sequence,namely, the three kinds of questions,not necessarilyassumingthat
they're the same or different, because in this very statement that I have given
we're involved in a philosophic problem: are the problems of science,of social
science, and of aesthetics the same or different? Well, there are good philosophic arguments that present the position that they're same. If they are the
same,it may be that they're all fundamentally scientific, and so we want to talk
about applying scientific methods to resolve them. Or it may be that they're
all fundamentally practical; this is the assumption of pragmatism, a form of
philosophy,and of many others.Or it may be that they're all fundamentally due
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to insight, innovation, and originality, the creationsofoutstanding geniuses.In
this sense,the sciencesas well as the social sciencesare humanistic achieve
ments, achievementsof the power of man-the Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy of Newton is a great work, it's even in the collection of the
great works3-and, therefore, the humanistic approachcould be fundamental
You can raise, then, the question, Which is fundamental? Once, instead of
lecturing in the first meeting of the course, I opened it as a discussion, and
there was an equal case to be made for all three. In other words, at the point
you've arrived in your education,you're alreadymaking metaphysicalassump
tions about the nature of knowledge, the nature of principles, the interrelations
of all knowledge. There were those in the classwho held that scienceis cumulative, that it gradually moves in on the regions of doubt. Therefore, when the
scientific method is applied-and the Romans tried to do it; it was the main
idea of Locke to apply the method of Newton to human nature and human
knowledge; this has gone on down the line-when the scientific method is
applied to all of the subjects,you have a resolution of philosophic problems.
You'll probably discover they're no longer philosophical, but they'll still be
problems to be solved. Then there was another group in the class that took the
position that this was an obviously old-fashioned approach,one based on the
supposition that there's a world out there which we discover. Science in
the seventeenthcentury was different from science in the twentieth century:
the facts are different, the theories are different, what you can do is different, the climate of opinion which makes the possibility of scientific or technological innovation is different. This occurs to such an extent that in the middle
of the nineteenthcentury severalmen discoveredthe principle of evolution. Or
take the discovery of differential calculus: two men discoveredit simultaneously,and it's hard to tell whether Fermat or Descartesis responsiblefor seven
teenth-century mathematics.Therefore, what you must think of is social circumstances, cultural interrelations; out of this you can get the scientific
knowledge. As a matter of fact, our friends the Sovietshold this position. There
are two sciencesoif they follow Marx: the scienceof nature and the scienceof
the history of society.And according to Marx, it is the scienceof the history
of society which is prior, in the important sensethat until mankind has reached
a point in which most of the expropriations are removed,it indulges in ideologies rather than science.It is onlywhen you reachthe last point that the science
of nature can begin to emerge, and the socialists and the communists dream
of this.
Or, finally, there is the obvious possibility in dealing with all of these approachesthat it's a mere fiction to talk about an outside world which somehow
contains us and that it's a kind of vague generality to talk about the characte
of ages and of times; rather, what we know, and, therefore, what is, depend
on the insights, the innovations, the creations of great minds. Before Galileo,

nobody really understoodmotion in terms of acceleration;in one sense,accelerated motion as an equation that could be written in terms of time and spac
to deal with problems of gravitation began with Galileo. Likewise, the world
was changedwith our understandingof the world as a result of the innovation
of Newton. The same thing holds for the innovation of Einstein. A year ago
the University of Chicago Presspublished a bookby a man named Kuhn about
revolutions in science.aIn it he differentiates between two kinds of scientific
change:one is the kind in which new ideas are introduced, and the other is the
kind in which, following a paradigm, you proceed to deal with ideas that fit
within that paradigm. Newton createda greatparadigm; it took a hundred years
to fit all of the facts of planetary motion and motion on the earth into the
paradigm. Laplace believed it was possible to complete this job; he called his
work, in fact, The Systemof the World. About that point, the paradigm became
encrusted,particularly by the introduction of other kinds of dynamics, including hydrodynamics, electrodynamics,and the rest. The discovery of entropy,
the discovery of equationsin which T2 does not appear,primarily started on a
new paradigm. If you take this approachand use the large senseof "humanistic" that I've spoken of-that is, the humanities are the works of man, the
creationsof man-theq whether you think of Michelangelo and his creation or
Newton and his creation, they are humanistic in the samefundamental sense
There are a variety of ways in which philosophic problems can be studied
on the assumptionthat I've just stated.I wont trouble you now by telling you
what the other varieties are, but as you go along, some of them will become
apparent.The way in which we will do it will be to take fundamental concepts
that appear in each of the three fields that are taken up in this sequenceof
courses.For this course,the natural sciences,there will be four concepts:motion, space,time, and cause.I think that if you take thesefour and think about
them a little, you will seethat even with the namesyou're involved in a philosophic problem because,ofthese four, there'sonly one which you havedirectly
experiencedempirically. If you have never experiencedchangeor motion, you
would have no idea of time and you would have no idea of space.Moreover, in
the'case of cause you have a concept which many recent philosophers have
denied holds intelligibility in existence,and there are philosophers of science
who question that the concept of causeneed even come into the picture. But,
then, you can carry it all the way back. Almost at the beginning of the philosophic enterprise there was a philosopher who questioned the reality of motion; his name was Parmenides.He had a long sequenceof followers; and one
of them, Zeno, wrote a seriesof paradoxesto indicate what difficulties you get
into if you assumemotion. And the paradoxesof Zeno have been discusse
ever since, including a very ingenious treatment of them by Bertrand Russell
in the interestsof the philosophy of science,following the history of philosophy in terms of the answers to various considerations of the paradoxes of
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7,eno.sNow, the important thing is not this mere semantic point that each of
these four words or terms has many different meanings but, rather, the point
that the different meanings have great importance in the developmentof science. It is not the case that time, space,motion, and cause are entities to be
examined in which sciencehas proceededcumulatively; rather, it is the case
that a successionof oppositions among these ideas has led to a series of
hypotheseswhich raised new problems which, in turn, determined the history
of science bearing on motion. This latter process, I think, exemplifies my

My point is that on all of the fundamental problems which are faced in the
treatment of motion and, therefore, the concepts of time, space,and the rest,
you havethe possibility that there are altemative approacheswhich are in fruitful relation to each other.This, then, is the assumptionthat we shall be working
on until we are shakenout of it. Let me take merely one more example of a
very broad character.From antiquity to the present, physical spacehas been
interpretedby different people alive at the sametime as being vacuous,that is,
without any physical effects on motion, and as being dense. Descartes,for
example, had a dense spacewhere vortices would affect motion. Well, let me
go a little bit further. At the time that Descarteswrote, it had not yet been
discoveredwhether or not light was a motion, that is, took time, or whether the
transmission of light was instantaneous.Descarteswas convinced that it was
instantaneous;and in his letters he remarked that if it were proved that light
is a motion, then his theory of vortices would be wrong becauseunder such
circumstanceslight could not travel in a straight line, which he assumedit did.
Toward the end of Descartes'slife. RoemerTdemonstratedthat the transfer of
light took time. Descarteswas so far along that it isn't clear whether he kept
up his theory of vortices or not. Now, take this down to the twentieth century
and make the samehypothetical proposition, namely,if spaceis denseand not
vacuous, the path of light is not in a straight line. We sent an expedition to
Africa to find out whether this was the caseor not, and we discoveredthat the
path of light under the circumstancesindicated was not in a straight line but
some bending came in. Consequently,the samehypothetical proposition could
be used to overturn a doctrine or to establishone. The amount ofbend is very
slight, and in the seventeenthcentury Descartesdidn't have a chance of discovering it. But it is in this fashion that fundamental ideas or theories-I am
not talking about facts, now; facts are interpretedby a theory-basic ideas are
in an opposition which is constant,not dangerous;rather, they are productive
of discussion,inquiry and progress.
What is the nature, then, of a philosophic question? I've already tried to
answerthe question,Why does one study philosophy? One studiesphilosophy
in order to treat explicitly the problems that you're involved in even when you
dort'ttreat them explicitly. I've tried to show,in the secondplace, that the solution of a philosophic problem is not indifferent to the original problem. It
should be relevant to the treatment and solution of that original problem, not
on the factual side, not on the side of the scientific method you proceed in, but
on the side of formulating more clearly what the issue is, what the problem is
that is set up. It is, when properly used, the basis for the formation of a hypothesis.
Is there a cumulative processin this in philosophy? I'm doubtful whether,
in the strict sense,there is any cumulative processeven in the sciences.Still,
in philosophy there could be a cumulative process,though not in the senseof
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point fully.
Let me give merely one example of the last statement.I think the scientists
make use of these alternative approachesmuch better than the philosophers;
the philosophers tend to a kind of natural dogmatism even with their skepticism. A volume in The Library of Living Philosophers was issued a number
of years ago on Einstein.6You've probably seenthe volume; it's an excellent
collection of both scientists and philosophers. The scheme of the volume is
that the person to whom it is dedicated,in this caseEinstein, writes a kind of
intellectual autobiography;next a number ofhis friends, associates,or strangers criticize him or praise him in a series of essays;then, finally, he writes
a reply. These essaysinclude a group of men-Bohr, Bom, Schrtidinger, de
Broglie-who had had conversationsfor a period of some thirty years.In his
essayBohr points out to Einstein, who had laid down the fundamental principles of earlier quantum mechanics,that he and Bohr differed on the nature
of the principle of indeterminacy,and this formed one of the basic differences
the two men had. One held that it was in the very nature of things and indicated
a state of affairs. The other, Einstein, argued that it merely reflected the state
of our knowledge: just as in molar dynamics we had uncertaintiesuntil we got
straightenedout, so, too, eventually it would be possibleto write a generalfield
equation for the phenomena of quanturn"mechanics which would remove
the indeterminacy. Einstein was convinced of this to the end of his life;
Schrddingerfor a time was; de Broglie always was. Notice, this is at opposite
ends of the spectrum, and for thirty years this discussionwent on. Each of the
two camps was making contributions to quantum mechanics, yet each could
take their position as a hypothesisfor further work. They would meet, for instance,after two years when one of them had discoveredsomething-as I say
the essaysare full of examplesof this-and would say,"Look, this proves my
point." Then the other would say,"This is very interesting and, doubtless,true.
Let me tell you the way in which it works on my hypothesis, which takes me
a stepfurther!" So the two hypothesescould both move on. And the peculiarity
of this field is not that Einstein was convinced that he could write this genera
field equation. Toward the end he was convinced that he had witten it, but he
thought the establishment,the demonstration,that the equation was one which
held was in fact so elaborate that the real difficulty lay here.
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progressto a single philosophy.In general,I think it can be shown that ideological agreementon one philosophy by all mankind is neither possible not if it
were possible, desirable. It would probably put us into a kind of intellectual
sleep in which we need do no further thinking; and, consequently,there will
not be, I hope, a cumulative processtoward the discovery and establishmentof
a single philosophy. On the other hand, I would be quite willing to argue that
this does not yield a relativism. If there is one ffuth-and this seemsto be
highly probable-this does not entail as a consequencethat there's only one
way of expressingthe one truth. The situation that men are engagedin, both in
their theories and in their practices, is infinitely rich. Therefore, the interrelations that would be involved would be such that even when they say the same
thing, the same words, it is frequently demonstrablethat they dont have the
samemeaning; and when they say contrary things in terms which, if they were
defined the same way, would be contradictory they don't always differ from
each other. This, as I say,is not something that seemsto me to be sloppy or
unusual; it is the common procedurein our most exact and in our loosestthinking. Therefore, in the philosophic processit is this that I would want to examine; and the cumulative process in philosophy that would seem to me to be
desirable is one in which the circumstances are set up for a continuing pluralism. You have uniform conditions and circumstances within which you can
operate; then, within the circumstancesso set up of common interest as well
as tolerance of differences, you can then raise questions-which might lead on
to the formulation of answerswhich, in turn, raise new questions.The progress
of knowledge-and this is the last dogma that I will enunciatetoday [L!]-is
not one in which, truth being finite, you gradually answer a given number of
problems and approach the point at which all problems are answered. The
progress of knowledge is, rather, that with the solution of any problem, a large
number of unsuspectedproblems arise; and, therefore, the more problems you
answer, the more problems you have. This, I suggest, is not discouraging;
rather, it would indicate that as thinkers, you have a future. [L!] The more
progressyour elders make, the more problems you will haveto proceed on'
How, then, will we approach the treatment of philosophic problems? I've
tried to indicate that I dorft want to make any commitments which, through the
definition of philosophy, determinephilosophy in one direction; I want, rather,
to locate the problems which are worth consideration.Throughout these lectures I will be using a matrix, a matrix which can be statedin terms of cognates
and I think that probably the best answer to the question that I've raised would
be to introduce you to this matrix. Supposewe begin with immediate experience,the phenomenologicalstatein which eachof us has a big, brtzzing confusion that Jamessaid was the nature of consciousness;and out of that we will
develop the various kinds of knowledge, including philosophy as a kind of
knowledge. This will permit us to differentiate the contribution that knowl-
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edge, the knowable, the knower, and the known make (seefig. 1). Since this is
a matrix, the terms are variables; therefore, I cannot tell you what they mean
as they stand,but you can lead out of the matrix the various problems of philosophy that we can deal with. So let me useit to differentiate, by taking in succes
sion each one of the terms as fundamental, what throughout these lectures I
shall want to call four modes of thought.
Supposewe take knowledge as fundamental. There are systemsof philosophy which hold that the basic characteristicof reality is that it is through-andthrough intelligible, that to be is to be intelligible, or even to be intelligent, that
the fire of the world is reason arranging all things. Plato puts it very clearly:
what is most truly is the ideas.And the ideas are not things in the psychological
mind; they are the conditions of realiry conditions of reality which are such
that the true man would be the formula of the man to which all existing men
approximate. You notice that if this is the casein such a philosophy, the other
three terms are assimilated to knowledge; and assimilation is the mode of
thought that I am referring to here. The knower knows when he approximates
to the dialectical knowledge which is above mathematical knowledge but is
similar to mathematical knowledge in kind. What he knows, that is, that part
of knowledge which is known, is true insofar as it approximates,as a result of
his considerationof the relation of this data to the eternal forms, to the etemal
forms. And things, any event or object or experience, areknowable insofar as
they are seen as specific applications of the equation. You'll notice that the
mode of assimilation, assimilating all together,has a tendencyto move upward
into the realm of transcendence,and transcendenceis one of the favorite words
of this manner of philosophy.
Supposeyou go in the other direction, begin with the knowable, and we
ask the same question, What is knowledge? Well, obviously, knowledge is an
approximation to what is the case,not what is the case as you perceive it but
what is the caseunderlying it. The atomic theory is one excellent example of
this process.From your senseexperiencesyou eventually form a theory about
the irreducible elementsthat are put togetherto form the world; and your mode
of thought, therefore, is construction. Out of parts, however constituted, you
build up the rest of the world. And if transcendentalismis a favorite word in
the approachwhich begins with knowledge, physicalism is a favorite word in
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this approach.You'll notice, the sameprocessis here operative,namely, if you
begin with the basic structurethat knowledge approximatesto, then, obviously,
the knower is likewise an example of those relations: thinking is just anothe
term for motion, atoms in the brain are a little smaller and move faster than
other atoms,but the knower would be knowing and not engaging in illusion or
passion if he stuck to his own nature. The known is limited to what it is that
you know about things as interpretedby constructionof the atoms;that proces
will remove emotion, passion, and pleasure. And, finally, knowledge is the
body of what you construct.
Supposewe move now over to the known The position that is taken when
you make this fundamental is one of skepticism about transcendentalrealities
which are above experience and to which we approximate and equal skepticism about underlying realities into which you bust everything. What you say
rather,is that you alwaysbegin in a situation in which what you can do depend
on what you already know. Thinking starts,you even come into consciousnes
when a problem is presentedthat isnt taken care of. This is true even in ordinary Dewey, a fine example of this approach.You walk acrossthe street without consciousness;but at a given moment you stumble, you have a problem,
you become conscious-a trivial example; maybe if I thought, I could come
up with a better one. Obviously, the thing to do now is to get out of the problem: either, if you have stumbled and fallen, get up again or avoid stumbling
in the future. You entertain an hypothesis, you put it into effect, you solve
your problem, and you move on to new problems. You'll notice, there is no
fundamentalreality, there is no basic physical part. There is, however,a serie
of contextsin which problems arise; and thinking is fundamentally the relation
of the thinker to his context, psychological, social, and cultural. This mode of
thought is resolution.
Or move over to the fourth position, the knower There are philosopherswho
say that all three ofthese other approachesare nonsense.There arent any transcendentalIdeas,there arent any indivisible atoms, there arent any substance
that involve problems. What you have,rather,is the individual and his perspec
tives. The individual with his perspectivesobviously generatesthe known; he
also generatesthe possibilities offurther knowledge; and he obviously gener
ates the knowable. The existentialists today, when they talk about man the
maker of philosophy, existentialism, humanism, are talking this way. They sa
that you create yourself, your knowledge, other minds; you're responsiblefor
them. This need not be looked upon as a skepticism or a relativism because
obviously, you havemany knowers who either translateinto each others' terms
or battle each other. And, consequently,as a result of that, all of these othe
terms take on their various configurations.This is the mode of thought discrimination (seefig. 2).
Let me give you a brief glimpse of where we will be going from here. No-
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Fig.2. Four Modes ofThought.

tice, there are four modesof thought that I havespokenof. There is the mode of
assimilation, bringing everything together;the mode of construction, building
knowledge out of its parts; the mode of resolution, dealing with problems; and
the mode of discrimination, the separation.Each of these modes has various
applications.If you take the whole four, one simple way of schematizingthem
on something like the matrix above is to recognize that there are four loci at
which the four havetheir place. There are principles, both principles of thought
and principles ofthe beginning ofprocesses; they are the starting point. There
are methods, methods either of following through on your principles or methods ofdoing, acting, and moving. There are conclusions,the final step.In addition, there are individual terms or things that enter into the process. It's an
exhaustivelist, you'll notice, becauseyour principles, the first, organizesetsof
terms or sets of relations; your methods relate them in discourse,and for discourseor proof you need a minimum of three tefins; your conclusionsare propositions, and propositions are two terms; and your basic selection of terms is
of one term. What I propose to do, consequently,is to take the four modes of
thought that I've been talking about and apply them to the selectionof individual terms, the interpretation of pairs of terms, the method relating sequence
of three or more terms, and the principle organizing the sets. Out of these I
hope to deal with the problems of motion, space,time, and cause.8
Next time I will go on in this lecture processand carry further the schematism that I've talked about. In our first discussion, we will deal with plato's
Timaeus.Read it carefully. I shall be interestedin finding out what you think
he is saying. Motion is not mentioned explicitly until 57d in your selections,
but you will find him talking about "becoming" before that, and becoming is
related to motion. So watch for it.

&, NOTES *

LECTURE l. An lntroduction to Philosophic Problems
l. McKeon actually begins his lecture with a few comments regarding course
changesin the College taking effect in the fall of 1963. In what follows below, "OMP"
standsfor "Organizations, Methods, and Principles of Knowledge," a yearlong course
which began as "Observation, Interpretation, and Integration," known as OII (a difficult
course,which campushumor soon dubbedas "Oi, Oi, Oi!"). OII was createdto be the
fourth-year philosophic capstoneof the educationalprogram in the "Hutchins" College
of the 1940s.For a discussion of OII see William O'Meara's account in The ldea and
Practice of General Education: An Account of the College af the University of Chicago
by Presentand Former Members of the Faculty (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1950),pp. 232-45 and 253-55, whereinhe describesMcKeon as "the principal author
of the course, as regards both content and method" (p. 234fn.). McKeon begins the
lecture here as follows:
McKnoN: With the changesoccurring this fall, this course is now called Ideas and
Methods 21l . It usedto be called 20 I . The changeis due to the fact that, given the
alteration both of time and circumstanceand of the relation between this sequence
and the OMP sequence,it seemeddesilable,since both are changingin content,to
changethe name.The old OMP sequenceis now 201-202-203, which will receive
the old name of this sequence;this sequenceis now 211.-212-213.They are not related as prerequisitesto each other; they're related, rather, in that they approach the
problems of philosophy in a similar way. The 201-202-203 sequencedoes it in
terms of a successionof problems,that is, the problem of being or the problem of
existence;in this sequence,we do it not by regionsof problemsbut by the original
location of problems.
2. ln 1979,when askedabout this point, McKeon replied that one examplehe was
thinking of wasfrom chemistry where the combinationof equal volumesof two different liquids doesnot necessarilyproducea preciselydoubleresultantvolume.
3. McKeon is undoubtedly alluding to the Great Books oJ'the Western World, ed.
RobertMaynardHutchins(Chicago:EncyclopaediaBritannica,1952),where Newton's
work appearsin volume 34.

4. Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientifc Revolutions (Chicago: Llniversity of
Chicago, 1962).
5. See, for instance, Russell'sA History of WesternPhilosophl, (New York: Simon
and Schuster,19a5),pp. 80a-6.
6. Volume VII in this seriesis A/bert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist,ed. Paul Arthur
Schilpp (LaSalle,Ill.: Open Court, 1949).
7. While an assistantat the Royal Observatoryin Paris from 1672 to 1679,the Danish
astronomerClaus Roemer (1644-11 l0) made his initial discovery that light travels at a
definite speed.Descarteshad died earlier, in 1650.
8. At this point in his lecture McKeon makes a few comments about some of the
course'smechanics.
McKnon: The readingswill includea number of mimeographedsheetsthat I will
passout. I have a finite number of them; and, consequently,in passingthem
around, may I requestthe registeredstudentsto take them but the auditors to refrain. These are selectionsfrom Plato's Timaeus,where we shall begin. I will give
some more sheetsout. We will eventually make use of three books which are in the
bookstore: Galileo, The Two New Sciences(the Dover Press);Nelvtolr\ Philosophy
of Nature (Hafner's); JamesClerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion (Dover Press).The
course will meet three times a week. I will lecture, normally, on Wednesdays,including the next class. On Mondays and Fridays we will discussthe texts that have
been assiened.Are there anv ouestions?. . .

